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A structure recently pIOposed by Tuinstra for fibrous suLfur cannot be correct because it predicts a strong 
equatorial reflection at d= 4·60 A; this reflection is, in fact, in large part the P contribution of the very 
intense equatorial reflection at d=4'04 A. 

In a recent paper Tuinstra (1966) has described the results 
of his interpretation of the diffraction pattern of fibrous 
sulfur. This pattern is notable for a very intense equatorial 
reflection at d=4·04 A. This reflection has been described 
as 'broad' (Prins & Tuinstra, 1963); its position is accord
ingly difficult to measure precisely. 

Tuinstra's description of the structure includes structural 
details of the infinite helical chains of sulfur atoms together 
with the way in which they pack toget her. Evidence for the 
correctness of this structure is presented in the form of a 
table which includes observed and calculated values of the 
intensities and of 4 sin2 0/;,2 . The agreement between the 
observed intensities and the corresponding calculated values 
is apparently quite good. For example, the second most 
intense reflection on the equator, at d= 4·60 A, is, in the 
text, ~!:!!~0 to p<\vr :>h(mt one-tenth the intensity of the 
5tlVfj5~~~ ~q!..!~t~r!:!! !"ef!~'.:tio!l (rf:'ff'rrf!ci to a hove): the re ... 
spective calculated intensity values for the proposed struc
ture are 120 and 1000. 

We have prepared samples of fibrous sulfur, following 
the procedure of Prins, Schenk & Hospel (1956). Fiber 
diagrams of these preparations, taken with eu radi at ion, 
are presented in Fig. I. These photographs, which were 
deliberately underexposed, were taken with (a) no Ni filter, 
(b) one Ni fLiter (thickness 0·00035 in), and (c) two Ni filters, 
and were timed so that intensity of the strongest reflection 
would be very nearly the same on all three. The general 
appearance of the three photographs resembles closely 
those of fibrous sulfur which have been published previ
ously (Prins, Schenk & Hospel, 1956; Prins, Schenk & 
Wachters, 1957) and are as well in agreement with tabu
lated diffraction data (Prins & Tuinstra, 1963; Tuinstra, 
1966), with, however, one crucial exception: the reflection 
at d= 4·60 A is obviously largely the p of the reflection at 
4·04A. 

A structure for fibrous sulfur which requires a strong 
reflection to be observed at 4·60 A cannot, therefore, be 
accepted. This conclusion is supported by the recent work 
of Geller & Lind (I969) and Lind & Geller (1969) who 
examined single crystals of pressure-induced sulfur, and 

cOllduded that this material is · the same as fibru~ 
prepared at atmospheric pressure by the meth od . 
et al. The details of the structure deduced by Lind :, 
are not the same as those presented by Tuinstra . 

The reflection at d=4·60 A is indexed by Gcller 
as 002, with an observed F of 284, and the re lk, 
d=4'04 A is a combination of 080 and 042, both \ 
served F va lues of 858. The ratio of the intensili, . 
expected on a fiber diagram is thus I :27, a val l. ' 
is in seriolls disagreement with the ratio I: 8 cakul 
Tuinstra's structure, but is in satisfactory agrccill. 
the ratio 1 : 25 calculated for the structure of G eller . 
It is difficult to estimate this ratio from Fig. 1(( !, • 

appears possible from this and other photograph, 
may be as small as I: 50 or less, a result which , 
that fibrous and pressure-induced sulfur might hal l' 
different structures. As pomteo out by Geii<!r & LI 
correspondence between the two diffractIOn patterr., , 
close, so this difference, if it exists, cannot be \"Cl 
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• This calculation omits both absorption and I J 

polarization effects which, however, tend to cancel eJ, 


